QUIZ QUARTERS  ■  MARILYN A. REBACK

Across
1. With 11 Across, he wrote Error Coin Encyclopedia.
4. The way coins are made.
6. Curved section missing because planchet was incomplete.
7. Irregular streaks when this is improperly mixed.
8. Maine.
9. Imperfection.
10. Where to buy or borrow error-collecting books from the ANA.
11. With 1 Across, he wrote Error Coin Encyclopedia.
13. ANA club for error-coin collectors.
14. This is made from the master die.
16. Angry, or a misaligned die.
17. Raised by an upsetting mill.
20. A big-screen villain, or a screen the Mint uses to catch errors.
22. A hinged split planchet, or something you might find on a beach.
23. It can happen to a die before or after the strike.
24. Bred from mismatched dies.
25. In baseball, a designated hitter.
27. A die break that affects only three letters of LIBERTY on Lincoln cent.
28. The D in RPD.
33. Has taught an ANA Summer Seminar course on errors.
34. Where coins go after they are counted.
37. Machine used to strike coins.
41. Doubled ___.
43. With 44 Down, name for partial collar, because edge looks like this kind of wheel.
45. Created when a broken piece of a die falls away; a cow has one, too.
47. S in the P-D-S system of classifying errors.

Down
1. He wrote an ANA correspondence course on minting errors and varieties.
2. Negative vote.
3. A die that loosened in its holder.
4. Strip is metal rolled into this form.
5. When dies come together with no planchet in between.
6. Presence on die could show up on coin as missing design elements.
7. Something’s out of order.
8. Date is not lost, just misplaced.
9. Pieces of metal peel off planchet with a lamination ___.
10. RPM: Not revolutions per minute, but this feature repunched.
11. One-hundredth of a dollar.
12. A strike without a collar.
13. One-hundredth of a dollar.
15. Date is not lost, just misplaced.
16. Secondary and primary digits differ in this RPD.
17. Raised areas of metal on coin edge indicate a collar.
18. A planchet has a raised edge, but these.
19. Raised areas of metal on coin edge indicate a collar.
20. A big-screen villain, or a screen the Mint uses to catch errors.
22. A brockage results when this is in the striking chamber along with a planchet.
23. Formed by gases trapped between the core and plating.
24. Bred from mismatched dies.
25. In baseball, a designated hitter.
26. Two types of dies: anvil and ______.
27. Raised by an upsetting mill.
28. The D in RPD.
30. A planchet can be made from the wrong combination of these.